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Abstract: Crystal-bearing cells or idioblasts, which deposit calcium oxalate, are located in various
tissues and organs of many plant species. The functional significance of their formation is currently
unclear. Idioblasts in the leaf parenchyma and the development of crystal-bearing cells in the anther
tissues of transgenic tomato plants (Solanum lycopersicon L.), expressing the heterologous FeSOD
gene and which showed a decrease in fertility, were studied by transmission and scanning electron
microscopy. The amount of calcium oxalate crystals was found to increase significantly in the
transgenic plants compared to the wild type (WT) ones in idioblasts and crystal-bearing cells of the
upper part of the anther. At the same time, changes in the size and shape of the crystals and their
location in anther organs were noted. It seems that the interruption in the break of the anther stomium
in transgenic plants was associated with the formation and cell death regulation of a specialized
group of crystal-bearing cells. This disturbance caused an increase in the pool of these cells and their
localization in the upper part of the anther, where rupture is initiated. Perturbations were also noted
in the lower part of the anther in transgenic plants, where the amount of calcium oxalate crystals
in crystal-bearing cells was reduced that was accompanied by disturbances in the morphology of
pollen grains. Thus, the induction of the formation of crystal-bearing cells and calcium oxalate
crystals can have multidirectional effects, contributing to the regulation of oxalate metabolism in the
generative and vegetative organs and preventing fertility when the ROS balance changes, in particular,
during oxidative stresses accompanying most abiotic and biotic environmental factors.

Keywords: calcium oxalate; mesophyll ultrastructure; anther structure; anther dehiscence;
crystal-bearing cells; pollen fertility; programed death; transgenic plant

1. Introduction

In plants, the formation of calcium oxalate crystals is a regulated process that accompanies specific
transformations in tissue cells, which are characterized by the presence of these crystals [1,2]. In various
families of higher plants, calcium oxalate occurs quite frequently and is observed in most plant tissues
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and organs in the form of intracellular and extracellular deposits [3]. Plants produce and deposit oxalate
up of 3–80% of the total dry weight [4]. In this case, up to 90% of the total content of plant calcium can
be in the form of oxalate crystals [5]. Intracellular crystals are fairly common in specialized mesophyll
cells called idioblasts [6]. These cells have an altered organelle ultrastructure [7], and despite being
located in actively photosynthetic tissue, have underdeveloped systems of thylakoids and granae.

The formation of oxalate crystals is regulated by the biosynthesis of oxalic acid and calcium
metabolism and has specific features in different types of cells and tissues [2]. Several varieties of
calcium oxalate crystals have been described and characterized as raphids, amorphous crystals and
druses [8]. There is now strong evidence that the scavenging of oxalic acid and excess Ca2+ in the
form of crystals can have the following functions: regulation of Ca2+ balance [1], protection of plants
from pathogens [9] and detoxification [10–12], reducing animal consumption [13,14], tissue support
for plant rigidity, and light collection and reflection [5].

Calcium oxalate crystals play an important role in the generative development of many higher
plants [15]. They provide a sophisticated anther dehiscence mechanism to ensure the timely release
of pollen [16,17]. The appearance of calcium oxalate crystals precedes the opening of the anther and
ensures the formation of a hole in its upper third and dehiscence of the anther simultaneously with
lysis of the crystal-bearing parenchyma [16,18]. Disruption of oxalate formation in this specialized
zone leads to blockage of the conjunction of paired pollen sacs [18], impaired fertility accompanied by
defects in the development of anther ridges, dehiscence [19] and pollen yield [20]. It is shown that the
growth of prismatic crystals and druses may occur by the formation of crystal-framing lamellae or
chambers with the deposition of Ca, Mg, and/or Si [21].

There are many examples of morphological abnormalities in anthers accompanied by impaired
fertility. This is especially true for self-pollinated plants such as tomato [22]. Anther dehiscence failure
and morphological defects can be caused by unfavorable environmental conditions [23], pathogens or
genetic disorders [24,25].

The enlargement of fruits, as a rule, is the most valuable and in many respects defining trait. As a
result, there is a significant modification of the flower and ovary, accompanied by a change in the
number of petals, anthers, as well as the shape of the ovary and the number of locular cavities in the
ovary and fruit [26,27]. Tomato flowers are collected in simple or complex (branched) inflorescences,
bisexual. Usually they have a five-membered yellow corolla with a diameter of about 1 cm and five
narrow stamens accreted into a conic tube. There is a pistil inside it. Anthers have two thecae, with two
pollen sacs in both anther thecae. They open with internal slits through which pollen spills out and
gets on the stigma of the pistil. In modern varieties, the number of ovary and fruit locular cavities,
the number of stamens, petals and sepals can vary significantly, and increases with an enlargement in
fruit size and number of cavities. Small-fruited varieties with large inflorescences are an exception.

Fertility of fruits in plant varieties with large fruits, as well as of various hybrids and transgenic
forms, can be significantly reduced [28], and in some cases leads to the formation of parthenocarpic
fruits [29], and this is a problem to obtain seeds from such plants.

Reactive oxygen species caused by metabolic disorders associated with external and internal
characteristics of the reaction of cells and tissues cause various damages at the cellular level, such as
micro- and macroautophagy, as well as programed cell death. Modification of the enzyme pool and
activity associated with reactive oxygen species (ROS) neutralization has been described for many
types of plant injuries, ranging from mechanical stress, possibly accompanying interrelationships
between growth processes, and ending with infectious damages caused by fungi, bacteria, insects,
and nematodes. Thus, nonspecific H2O2 increase, caused by heterologous expression of Fe-dependent
superoxide dismutase in one of the transgenic tomato lines [30], was not accompanied by the inactivating
effect of peroxide scavenging enzymes. Such a detoxification of hydrogen peroxide seemed to us to be a
successful model for revealing the role of ROS in impaired development of the male gametophyte and,
in particular, the formation of oxalate crystals in the specialized zone of the barrier between pollen sacs
inside of anther. The functional role of oxalates in maintaining the fertility of the male gametophyte is
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of interest to many researchers [31,32]. Various varieties and forms with pronounced male sterility
served as model plants, but the use of transgenic plants was proposed by us for the first time.

The aim of this work was to identify the differences in the formation of idioblasts in the leaf
mesophyll and parenchymatous crystal-bearing cells in the barrier zone between pollen sacs in the anther
of transgenic tomato plants, which expressed Fe-dependent superoxide dismutase, causing impaired
fertility and an accompanying increase in resistance to biogenic and abiotic damage [33,34].

2. Results

2.1. Characteristics of Flowers, Anthers and Pollen Structure of Transgenic and WT Plants

The tomato transgenic line 6, overexpressing the gene of Fe-dependent superoxide dismutase
(FeSOD) [30], had obvious problems with fertility; most of the flowers were smaller than the WT
(Figure 1a) and fell off after flowering. The ripening fruits were smaller than in the WT tomatoes,
and had single seeds or were parthenocarpic. The flowers developed by this line were also smaller and
less intense in color. Their anthers had a shape different from the WT type (Figure 1a) and were half
the height of the WT flower stamens (Figure 1b, color insert). The anther wall in the tomato flower at
the end of the microsporogenesis stage consists of the tapetum layer, which ensures the development
of pollen and the formation of its envelopes; adjacent cells of the middle layer, represented by one or
two layers of cells; a single-layer fibrous endothecium located above it; and the epidermal layer on the
anther surface (Figure S1). This accompanied significant differences in the morphology of anthers and
pollen, indicating a cumulative disruption in the development of vegetative (providing development)
and generative tissues of the male gametophyte with a change in the associated metabolism caused by
overexpression of FeSOD (Figure 1b,d,f,h), in particular, deformation of some pollen grains.

The space between the vascular bundle, sacs and epidermis is filled with several layers of
parenchymatous cells. These cells also separate two pollen sacs within the same theca. At the stage of
tetrads formation in the parenchymatous tissue adjacent to the outer part of the anther, a separate group
of cells is stand out called crystal-bearing cells (Figure S1a,b), due to the fact that intensive deposition
of calcium oxalate crystals begins in these cells. Crystals of various sizes were formed in these cells,
usually having a stellate, with highly branched shapes (Figure 2). Normally, they usually form in two
subepidermal layers of parenchymatous cells located between two pollen sacs of one theca (Figure S1a).
As well as the idioblasts of the leaf parenchyma, the crystal-bearing cells of parenchymatous connective
tissue of anther remained viable and were destroyed during the formation of large crystals in the
vacuole (Figures 3 and 4).

At the final stage, organelle damage, cytoplasm compaction and subsequent lysis of the cell
compartment were observed (Figures 3e,g and 4e,g). This was accompanied by a modification of
the cell wall; it became thinner and had a deformed structure (Figure 5). As the anther developed,
the cell walls of the crystal-bearing parenchymatous cells were destroyed, forming a space filled with
numerous druses of calcium oxalate (Figures 3e,g and 4e,g). Then the barrier of connective tissue
between pollen sacs is disintegrated, uniting adjacent sacs into one cavity. Simultaneously with these
processes, changes were occurred in the adjacent outer tissues of the anther. At the initial stage,
small cells of the monolayer epidermis, with the exception of paired cells directly corresponding to the
stomium, where the rupture later occurs, began to grow. They bulged outward while maintaining
surface area, and formed ridge-like thickened formations (Figure S1c–f). These cells have been covered
with cuticles, which ensured the strength of this structure. In normally developing anthers of tomato,
under the epidermis, there is a fibrous layer of the endothecium consisting mainly of one layer of cells.
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transgenic (b,d,f,h) tomato lines. 

Thus, when opening the anther of fertile tomato form, the outer part is represented by two 
layers of modified cells of the epidermis and endothecium (Figure S1c,e), and the rupture is 
probably provided by tension in the ridge zones and interaction of two remaining unmodified 
epidermal cells with calcium oxalate druses, located in the zone of sacs connection. Modifications to 
the tomato flower due to ectopic expression of a foreign enzyme can lead to significant disturbances. 
FeSOD functioning caused a decrease in both the total height of the flower and all its components, 
such as petals, perianth, and anthers. However, this did not prevent the development of the female 
gametophyte, since the plants were capable of producing fruits. Most of the fruits either did not 
contain seeds at all, or the number of seeds was single that indicated impaired fertility before the 
start of the study. Cell formation and modification processes and interactions appear to be of 
paramount importance in the formation of fertile pollen (Figure 1, Figure S1). Thus, pollen grains 
forming at disturbance of anther development in transgenic tomato line, which expressed the 
Fe-dependent superoxide dismutase, had noticeable violations both in the surface structure and in 
shape and, mostly, had more or less significant deformations (Figures 1f,h and 3b,d) 
  

Figure 1. Transmission scanning microscopy of flowers (a,b, inserts), formed anthers (a,b), and pollen
(general appearance—(c,d); exine and germpore of pollen grain—(e–h) from WT (a,c,e,g) and transgenic
(b,d,f,h) tomato lines.

Thus, when opening the anther of fertile tomato form, the outer part is represented by two
layers of modified cells of the epidermis and endothecium (Figure S1c,e), and the rupture is probably
provided by tension in the ridge zones and interaction of two remaining unmodified epidermal cells
with calcium oxalate druses, located in the zone of sacs connection. Modifications to the tomato flower
due to ectopic expression of a foreign enzyme can lead to significant disturbances. FeSOD functioning
caused a decrease in both the total height of the flower and all its components, such as petals,
perianth, and anthers. However, this did not prevent the development of the female gametophyte,
since the plants were capable of producing fruits. Most of the fruits either did not contain seeds at
all, or the number of seeds was single that indicated impaired fertility before the start of the study.
Cell formation and modification processes and interactions appear to be of paramount importance in
the formation of fertile pollen (Figure 1, Figure S1). Thus, pollen grains forming at disturbance of anther
development in transgenic tomato line, which expressed the Fe-dependent superoxide dismutase,
had noticeable violations both in the surface structure and in shape and, mostly, had more or less
significant deformations (Figures 1f,h and 3b,d)
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2.2. Features of the Ultrastructure of Pollen Sacs and Crystal-Bearing Parenchymatous Cells of the Connective Tissue

By the end of the formation of full-fledged pollen, the bordering tissues of the pollen sacs
undergo significant modification. Tapetum is practically destroyed, as a result of the destruction of
the crystal-bearing parenchyma, crystals of calcium oxalate can be found in it. Cell walls undergo
modifications and either partially degrade or become thinner. At this stage, crystal-bearing cells
were partially destroyed and can be preserved only in the lower part of the anther (Figure 2).
Crystal formation is delayed and cell destruction does not occur in transgenic plants with impaired
fertility (Figure 3).
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Figure 2. Scanning electron microscopy of pollen sac cells and stomium zone from WT (a,c,e,g) and
transgenic (b,d,f,h) tomato plants. Ps—pollen sac; st—stomium; dr—druse.

2.3. Morphological Features of Anthers of FeSOD-Transgenic and WT Tomato Plants

At the stage preceding the opening of the anther in fertile wild-type plants, it is possible to
observe a small zone of the location of the crystals oxalate druses in the partially destroyed cells
of the crystal-bearing parenchyma of the upper part of the anther, where its opening is initiated
(Figure 2e,g). In transgenic plants, the cells do not have a pronounced localization. Most of the cells
retain their internal structure and cell walls, and the number of such cells is much greater than in fertile
plants. The druses remain attached to cell membranes, which indicates blocking of cell death and
lysis (Figure 2d,f,h).
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In the cells adjacent to the rupture site in the lower part of the anthers in WT plants, drusen line
the rupture surface (Figure 3e,g), while in the anther cells of the transgenic line, the deposition of
oxalates and ruptures of the cells of the adjacent tissues of the endothetium and parenchyma are
blocked (Figure 3d,f,h).
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Figure 3. Scanning electron microscopy of cross sections at the top of anther. Pollen sac with pollen
grains (a,b). General view of the cross section (inserts on (a,b)) WT (a,c,e,g) and transgenic (b,d,f,h)
tomato plants. The junction site of the pollen sacs in the stomium zone characterizes by the formation
of a crystal-bearing parenchyma, which contain the calcium oxalate crystals. The site of mass formation
of calcium oxalate druses (e,g). Ps—pollen sac; st—stomium; dr—druse.

Significant differences can be observed in the lower part of the anther. Although the shape and
amount of calcium oxalate crystals in the WT plants were slightly changed in this zone, the zone is
clearly localized and connects two sacs of the one theca (Figure 3a,c,e,g). In transgenic plants with
impaired fertility, living parenchymatous cells with extant cytoplasm were located between two pollen
sacs; druse formation could not be identified (Figure 3b,d,f,h).

Changes in cell wall morphology (formation of cavities) were observed in tapetum and
crystal-bearing tissues of WT tomato plants (Figure 4). No cell wall modifications were noted
in anthers of transgenic plants at the same stage.

The distribution of oxalate crystals and their shape were different in the upper and middle parts of
the anther of WT plants, which corresponds to the data of scanning microscopy (Figures 2 and 3). In the
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tapetum and parenchyma tissues of the lower part of the anthers of transgenic plants, the formation of
crystals was significantly reduced (Figures 3 and 4), while in the upper part of the anthers, the synthesis
of crystals remained unchanged (Figures 2 and 4).
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represent tapetum cells in the anthers of WT and transgenic tomato plants. The bottom two rows
represent crystal-bearing cells in the anthers of WT and transgenic tomato plants. Ps—pollen sac;
cr—crystal of calcium oxalate; cw—cell wall; crp—crystal-bearing parenchymatous cell; t—tapetum;
ml—middle layer cell. Bar 2 µm.

2.4. Comparative Study of Idioblasts of WT and FeSOD-Transgenic Plants

The formation of specialized cells (idioblasts), which accumulate calcium oxalate crystals, in the
parenchyma of photosynthetic tissues is characteristic of tomato, like other plants of the Solanaceae family.
These cells are located in the spongy mesophyll and differ significantly from neighboring cells both in
the ultrastructure of cytoplasm and organelles. Thus, if plastids in neighboring cells have a developed
structure of lamellae, granae, inherent of photosynthetic tissues, and often contain significant deposits
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of starch, then plastids in idioblasts have a more rounded shape and a small number of membrane
structures, single granae and lamellae (Figure 5). At the initial stage, no significant differences in
idioblast structure were observed between the WT and FeSOD-transgenic plants. In mature leaves of
WT plants, the shape of the crystal-bearing cells remained regular, rounded, the cell wall retained its
structure, although it was somewhat thinner (Figure 5e,g), while in FeSOD-transgenic plants the cells
often had an irregular shape and a damaged membrane (Figure 5f,h).
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2.5. Transmission Microscopy of Cross Sections of Idioblasts Containing Spongy Parenchyma Tissue from
Mature Leaf of Tomato Plants

In both WT and transgenic plants, idioblasts were located in the zone adjacent to the lower
epidermis of spongy parenchyma (Figure 6). The cells contained a significant amount of prismatic
calcium oxalate inclusions of various sizes in mature leaves. Idioblasts in the WT leaf had a more
regular shape and contained large crystalline grains in the central part, and somewhat smaller ones
closer to the periphery (Figure 6a,c,e). The idioblasts in the leaf of FeSOD-transgenic plant were larger,
had an irregular shape and contained inclusions of smaller crystals of the same size (Figure 6b,d,f),
corresponding in shape to the prismatic structure of WT plant ideoblasts (Figure 6e).
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Various forms of calcium oxalate crystals such as prismatic, needle-like, druses, raphides are
present in different tomato tissues, and are sometimes found in cells, uncharacteristic for crystal
formation (Figure S2).

3. Discussion

Programed cell death is one of the most important processes that ensure the formation and
successive development of specialized organs and tissues at different stages of ontogenesis [35].
Disruption of the mechanisms of the specialized cells formation associated with a delay or acceleration
of the completion of processes—which provide local detoxification as a result of macro- and
micro-autophagy or various types of program cell death—can significantly change the phenotype
of plants, causing obvious morphological changes in some organs and tissues [36]. Changes in
morphology, in turn, cause disruption of metabolites and water movement and can interfere with the
normal process of metabolism in plant, ensuring its resistance to unfavorable environmental conditions,
growth, development and/or reproduction. Anther dehiscence is one of the most important processes
providing generative reproduction of higher plants. This process is provided by two successive
transformations in the anther cells. First of all, individual cells in the connective parenchyma tissue
located between two pollen sacs in the theca are modified into specialized crystal-bearing cells. Further,
the cells of the epidermis, which are adjacent to the crystal-bearing cells in the barrier between the sacs,
form a ridge obviously protrusive on the surface of the epidermis. The ridge consists of rows of flattened
cells along the future rupture, probably providing the necessary mechanical tension. The forming
crystals of calcium oxalate in anther cells contain large druses, in contrast to crystal-forming mesophyll
cells, leaf idioblasts, which are characterized by prismatic crystals. Although both have a clear
adhesion to membranes that are clearly identified when the sections of such cells are analyzed by
transmission microscopy, this relationship was not obvious by scanning microscopy. In our study,
it can be seen that until the destruction of cells, the druses are unambiguously attached to the cell
matrix, remaining connected to the surface of the cell walls even at a sufficient distance (Figures 2–4).

However, it has not been possible to reveal clear patterns of crystal attachment in idioblasts
(Figures 5 and 6). The fact that the crystals remain inside the cell wall of the idioblast indicates the
presence of a material that ensures and maintains the stability of the given intracellular structure,
preventing release. This indicates the preservation of the membrane chambers, which ensure the
primary formation of crystals and the optimal conditions for crystallization of calcium oxalate necessary
for this process [37,38]. These membrane structures were retained even with the loss of the cytoplasmic
compartments of the idioblast (Figures 5 and 6). In a number of studies, the assumption was
experimentally confirmed that crystal-bearing cells perform the function of removing excess calcium
from the apoplast of surrounding cells [39,40]. Although both have an obvious adhesion to membranes
that are clearly identified when the sections of such cells are analyzed by transmission microscopy;
and this relationship was not obvious by scanning microscopy. Precursor of oxalic acid in idioblasts
was found to be ascorbic acid, but not glycolate [2,41,42]. In contrast to assumptions of a number of
early studies, the insufficient development of plastids in the idioblasts of both WT and transgenic plants
indicates in favor of the supply of initial material from the surrounding cells of the photosynthetic
parenchyma, and not as a result of glycolate biosynthesis in cell (Figure 5) [43,44]

Differences between transgenic and WT plants were identified in both generative and vegetative
tissues (Figures 2–5).

Disturbances in oxalate biosynthesis processes as a result of increased superoxide dismutase
activity in transgenic plants were accompanied by perturbations in the development of flower organs
and, in particular, the machinery that ensures the junction of pollen sacs in theca, and subsequent
dehiscence of the anthers. It can be assumed that the deformation of the anthers and a decrease in
their size leads to a disturbance in the flow of assimilates. Probably, this also causes disturbances in
the distribution of the excess pool of calcium and oxalic acid, which are capable to initiate specialized
membrane structures in the vacuolar compartment [37]. As a result, in the upper part of the transgenic
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plant anther, not two layers of specialized crystal-bearing cells adjacent to the stomium were formed as in
the WT plants, but more. The number of cell layers in this zone was clearly increased (Figures 2 and 3;
Figure S1). In addition, the formation of separate crystals in the cells of the adjacent connective
parenchyma tissue could be noted (Figures 2 and 4).

It should also be noted that in the lower part of the anthers, where the formation of crystals is
reduced and they are smaller in size, the similar process is impaired in transgenic plants and cannot
provide not only normal junction of pollen sacs, but also does not provide full-fledged dehiscence
(Figures 3 and 4). In our opinion, it is the development of the crystal-bearing cells that becomes the
crucial issue and prevents the normal pollination in FeSOD-transgenic plants. A similar point of
view was claimed by a number of authors as a result of studying other tomato plants with impaired
fertility [16].

We have previously shown that tomato plants with this gene had nonspecific resistance to late
blight [43]. However, the role of oxalates in injury of fertility has not been investigated in this study.

The differences revealed in this work between idioblasts in WT and transgenic plant (Figures 5 and 6)
may also have been implicated in resistance to pathogens. Such examples, demonstrating the role
of calcium oxalate crystals, are widely discussed in the works on the pathogenesis of plants with
idioblasts [4,45]. The change in shape and increase in size of these crystal-bearing cells is accompanied
by a decrease in the size of prismatic crystals. This may be a reflection of changes in development
of the membrane system, which ensure the scavenging of excess calcium using oxalic acid, and the
oxalate supply into the membrane chamber for crystallization [2]. Changing the crystal-bearing cell
can be significant for other functions as well. Thus, the probable use of oxalates as a mobile calcium
reserve by plant cells is recently discussed [46], previously considered as a final product that is not
subject to further metabolization [2,47].

The present work allows us to confirm the role of calcium oxalate and oxalate containing cells
in ensuring the fertility of tomato [16] and other crops [48]. It can also be assumed that an excess
activity of superoxide dismutase causes a clear change in metabolite fluxes, which we detected when
the formation of starch grains in columella cells is disrupted [46]. In this study, we have shown that
programed cell death of the crystal-bearing parenchyma is a sensitive mechanism that ensures reliable
anther dehiscence and subsequent self-pollination. This PCD depends on metabolic transformations
associated with the scavenging of ROS, leading to a change in the localization and deposition of
oxalates in parenchymal cells adjacent to the stomium. It would be important to identify this type of
cell death [35], and to reveal what is the reason for the disturbance of the exact localization of oxalates
in plants with reduced fertility.

4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Plant Material

The in vitro cultivated tomato (Solanum lycopersicum L.) plants of the control cultivar Belyi
Naliv (wild type—WT) and transgenic line 6 expressing the superoxide dismutase FeSOD gene from
Arabidopsis thaliana (L.) Heynh. were the object of comparative study. The line 6, like some other lines
(characterized by high levels of superoxide dismutase activity, but not other antioxidant enzymes)
was characterized by increased tolerance to pathogens, changes in the ultrastructural organization
of plastids and mitochondria [30], as well as problems with seed formation due to the shedding of
flowers and the formation of low-seeded or parthenocarpic fruits. Cloned tomato plants were grown
in a growth chamber for 14 days at 25 ± 2 ◦C under 16/8 h light/dark diurnal cycle with a light intensity
of 160 µmol photons m−2 s−1, and air humidity of 60–70% in plastic container filled with sterilized soil.
After that, pieces of plant leaf, anthers and flowers were fixed for various microscopic analyses.
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4.2. Sampling for Scanning and Transmission Electron Microscopy

Leaves, flowers, and anthers of mature plants in the generative stage (100 days after sowing) were
used for the analysis. The plants had 2–3 inflorescences. The lower inflorescences had 1–3 fruits that
began to form. For fixation, a 2–3 mm2 fragment of the central part of the upper leaves located in the
middle part of plant was used. Flowers and anthers were placed in the fixator entirely. For fixation,
2% glutaraldehyde based on 0.1 M Na-phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) was used with the addition of 1.5%
sucrose. The samples were washed twice with the same buffer and: (1) they were dehydrated in a
series of alcohols for scanning microscopy, dried and sprayed (Section 4.3), or (2) they were postfixed
with a 1% OsO4 solution, followed by washing, dehydration, and encapsulation in resin according to
the method described in Section 4.4.

4.3. Sample Preparation for Scanning Microscopy

The samples were fixed in a 2.5% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M Sorenson buffer, pH 7.2 and were
washed in buffer. The samples were dehydrated through ethanol series (30% 30′, 50% 30′, 70% 30′,
96% 30′, 2 × 100% 30′). Then CO2 was added for the sample to be critical-point-dryer with a Hitachi
HCP-2 critical point dryer (Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan) was applied. Then, the dry seeds were mounted
on a SEM stub with carbon conductive tabs and coated with gold and palladium using an Eiko IB-3
ion-coater (Eiko, Tokyo, Japan). The samples were then observed under a JSM-6380LA SEM (JEOL,
Tokyo, Japan) and a Camscan-S2 SEM (Cambridge Instruments, Cambridge, UK) in the Laboratory of
Electron Microscopy (Biological Faculty of Lomonosov Moscow State University).

Flowers, anther and leaf fragments were studied by scanning electron microscope JEOL,
JSM-6380LA, accelerating voltage 20 kV; IB-3 Ion Coater (EIKO, Shawnee, KS, USA), the thickness of
Au layer was 20 nm.

To obtain anther surface and slice photos, transverse sections of leaf from five plants were placed
onto an SEM stub, which is covered by carbon adhesive tape (Double-Sided Carbon Tape, 8 × 20 mm,
EMS Cat#77817-08-AL, Shanghai, China). Magnifications ×50–×2000 were used. The samples were
determined using the SEM Control User Interface Version 7.11 Copyright 2004 JEOL Technics LTD.
Anthers from three flowers from I order inflorescences was taken in five plants and transgenic line 6.
These samples was placed on a stub onto disks from SPI Supplies Division of Structure Probe, Inc.,
West Chester, PA, USA.

4.4. Sample Preparation for Transmission Electron Microscopy

Leaf, anthers and flowers samples were fixed for 24 h at +4 ◦C in 2% glutaraldehyde solution on a
0.1 M Na-phosphate buffer (pH 7.2) with sucrose (15 mg/mL), and then two times rinsed with buffer.
Postfixation of the material was carried out in a 1% aqueous solution of OsO4. Dehydration with ethyl
alcohol and the embedding of the material in epoxy resin were carried out according to the standard
procedure. The polymerization was carried out in two stages (day +34 ◦C, day +60 ◦C).

The anthers ultra-thin sections were stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate and examined
using a H-500 electron microscope (Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan).

5. Conclusions

The deposition of calcium oxalates in specialized crystal-bearing cells plays a significant role
in anther dehiscence and in ensuring fertility, which, when analyzing the state of crystal-bearing
tissue in the upper and lower parts of the anther, can be an additional parameter for preliminary
assessment of the fertility of mutants, hybrid lines, and transgenic plants with parthenocarpic or
low-seeded fruits. Although we have been able to establish a probable relationship between superoxide
dismutase functioning and abnormalities in calcium oxalate formation, the mechanisms underlying
this relationship remain to be determined.
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Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/1422-0067/21/24/9480/s1,
Figure S1: Structure of anther tissues in cross sections from tomato plants. Fragments of anthers with pollen sac
(ps) of WT (a) and transgenic (b) plants, and cells of the forming crystal-bearing tissue. Fragments of an opening
anther at the stage of the pollen formation completion, and changes in the morphology of ridges at the border
of the stomium (c—WT, d—transgenic plants). Anther fragments at the stage preceding dehiscence (e—WT,
f—transgenic plants), Figure S2: Structure (transmission transmission microscopy) of calcium oxalate crystals
in tomato cells (top row shows a cell fragment, the row below shows an enlarged fragment containing crystals).
Prismatic crystal in leaf idioblasts; druse in the vacuole of anther crystal-bearing cells; a complex of aggregate
crystals (crystalline sand) in parenchymatous cells located next to the tapetum at the last stage of pollen formation;
needle-like crystals in the cells of the leaf epidermis, raphide crystal chambers in the central vacuole of the anther
parenchyma, raphids in the vacuoles of photosynthetic cells of the leaf parenchyma.
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